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Audiologist
of the Year
announced
By Gemma Davidson
THE WINNER of an annual competition
to honour outstanding audiologists has
been announced.
The UK winner of the Audiologist of
the Year award has been named as
Robert Beiny, from Harpenden, Herts.
Robert began his career in audiology
in 1976 after spending many years
interested in medicine.
“A career in medicine was always
on the cards for me until I met my
audiology mentor, Monty, in 1976. He
introduced me to the fascinating and
rewarding world of pediatric hearing
care and I graduated to looking after
adults in 1980,” the winner said.
“The past 30 years have given me a
deep appreciation of how hearing and
hearing loss affect how we develop
relationships and interact with other
people.
“I can really empathize with our
clients and, in many cases, I’ve developed a deep respect for them,” Robert
added.
Robert was nominated for the award
by several of his patients, and won
particular praise from Sue Reeves, the
daughter of one of his patients, after
he cared for her father following a
stroke.
He said: “It’s a bit of a surprise to
receive the award but it’s a real honour and I’m delighted. What makes
this so special is that the nominations
come from the public.
“I’m delighted to be making a real
difference to someone’s quality of life.”
Robert started his own audiology
consultancy, The Hearing Healthcare
Practice, in 1994, and has now firmly
established his company as one of the
leaders in hearing care in the UK.
“We regularly receive international

visitors who want to see how we operate and to discuss our methods. After
so many years in the Audiology profession I sit on several advisory boards
and take great pride in the position
that HHP has achieved.”
Robert currently holds the position
of Vice Chairman of the Association of
Independent Hearing Healthcare Professionals (AIHHP), and says that his
quest for knowledge is never ending.
“My quest for knowledge and to find
more ways to help my clients is never
ending and I am as passionate about
my work today as I have ever been.
“If I have learnt one lesson it’s to
treat every client the way I would like
to be treated myself.
“The aim of us all in the practice is
to be the very best at what we do as
success only comes from the correct
training and an ongoing learning and
investment programme,” he said.
Robert will be presented with his
award, along with the other winners
from across Europe, at the annual
EUHA (European Union of Hearing Aid
Acousticians) convention in Nuremberg, Germany at the end of October.
The conference is a chance for
hundreds of audiologists and students
from across Europe to get together
and attend special seminars and
lectures about progress within the
industry.
It is also a chance for them to check
out the latest innovations from all of
the leading hearing aid and assistive
listening device manufacturers from
around the world.
Check out Hearing Times next month
for a full round-up of EUHA news.
Story continued on page 6

Sinclair and Graham hit
gold for Great Britain
A jubilant Cathy Graham embraces her tennis partner Anthony Sinclair as the
pair clinch a gold medal in the final of the Mixed Doubles at the Deaflympics in
Taipei. See page 16 for full story. (Photo: Richard Weinbaum)

Find out the result of the Fireco Deafgard competition - see page 5

What exactly is this
ringing in my ears?
Known to be one of the most common health problems facing the UK
today, tinnitus affects around 5 million
people – a staggering 10% of the
population – and currently there is no
cure.
Not an illness or disease, tinnitus is
a term that describes the sensation of
hearing a noise in the absence of an
external sound which can have virtually any quality. Ringing, whistling, and
buzzing are common but more complex sounds may also occur. There is a
widely held misconception that tinnitus
is confined to the elderly, but various
studies show that it can occur at any
age including childhood.
Although it is assumed that tinnitus
occurs as a result of disease of the
ears, this is often not the case. The
precise cause of tinnitus is not fully
understood, however it is often associated with hearing loss, exposure to
loud music or working environments
and stress.
For many, the symptom is mild,
however for those who develop more
chronic tinnitus, it can sometimes
cause distress - affecting concentration, sleep and mood – and in severe
cases it can lead to depression and
anxiety.
So what can people do to cope?
David Baguley, (pictured above)
head of audiology at Cambridge
University and advisor to the British
Tinnitus Association (BTA) stresses the
importance for anyone experiencing
troublesome tinnitus to seek professional advice.
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2 News

“Anyone who thinks they may have
the condition should see their GP to
rule out any treatable cause and although there is currently no cure, self
help is often effective too. A positive
attitude is generally helpful, as is enriching the sound environment.
“Charities like the BTA provide excellent up-to-date information about
tinnitus and common sense advice on
managing the symptom.”
As a world leader in providing support and advice about tinnitus, many
people have found comfort by turning
to the BTA for support. Established
in 1979, the BTA helps those experiencing tinnitus and their families by
offering expert guidance and information through a free helpline (0800 018
0527) manned by a team of highly

experienced advisors. The charity also
posts accurate authoritative information – much of it written by medical
professionals – on its website, www.
tinnitus.org.uk.
As part of its continued push for a
better understanding of the condition,
the BTA funds research and provides
bursaries for UK professionals to pursue their interest in the condition.
In its continued drive for expertise,
the charity also constantly seeks to
consult or employ those with outstanding skills in relevant fields. To
this end, the BTA has recently appointed Professor Peter Wheeler, a
resident of Penn, Buckinghamshire, to
the charity’s board of trustees.
Following a distinguished career in
acoustics and audio signal processing
– including a role as Commercial and
Marketing Director of Racal Acoustics Limited – Professor Wheeler was
appointed Professor and Head of the
Department of Applied Acoustics at
Salford University and in 1995, ProVice-Chancellor of the university.
In July 1998, Professor Wheeler
retired from his administrative role
at Salford but he continues to act as
advisor to government departments
on acoustics and noise and retains an
active interest in acoustical research.
With people like Professor Wheeler
on board, the British Tinnitus Association is confident that it can continue to
strive for an ever greater understanding of tinnitus – and provide sufferers
with the support they so desperately
need.

New text-a-taxi service for deaf people
By Gemma Davidson

But the new texting service is mak“We have had a good response from
ing that wait a thing of the past.
the general public but at the present
A TAXI service with a difference has
“I would encourage other compatime are still trying to let the deaf and
been launched to help people who have
nies to take note of our service and
hard of hearing community know about
hearing loss.
look for ways they can improve there
our service.”
Premier Taxis launched the new ‘Text
own services,” Graham added.
Graham thinks that the problem peoa Taxi’ service three months ago in
The text number for Premier Taxis
ple with hearing loss encounter when
South Tyneside after company partner
is (07544) 546 969, while the stanthey need a taxi is they must wait for
Graham Hall picked up a customer with
dard telephone number is (08456)
someone to call the taxi company for
hearing and speech problems.
437 037.
them.
“I picked up a gentleman, and when
he got in the car he simply
handed me a piece of paper
with the address he wished
to go to. I thought to myself
‘how would this person order a taxi if they were in the
house alone or somewhere
that taxis didn’t rank up?’
The solution: text a taxi!”
Graham explains.
Graham, 32, wants to
reach out to deaf customers in the area. He said: “We
thought of this concept to
help deaf and hard-of-hearing customers with speech
problems, thus giving them
more independence, rather than having to wait for
someone to phone a taxi for
them.
Sounds like a good idea: Graham Hall wants more taxi firms to offer services for deaf people
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Four is the
magic number
for swimming
queen Hannah
THE DEAFLYMPICS are over for
another four years and Team GB’s
athletes are back on home soil
celebrating their fantastic haul of ten
medals.
No-one can take away from the
athletes what a great achievement
this is, bearing in mind that only a
few months ago it was looking very
unlikely that any of them would be
able to attend the games due to a
lack of funding.
But compared to four years ago,
when the medal haul stood at
17, including five golds, certain
questions inevitably have to be
asked.
When the government is ploughing
so much money into holding the
Olympic and Paralympic games in
2012 and ensuring Great Britain
finish in the top three, why then are
the deaf athletes falling in the table
ranking?
It is about time that the Minister
for Sport, Gerry Sutcliffe, took
a good, long look at the state of
British Deaf Sport, and feel very,
very ashamed.
It is clear that other countries
value their deaf athletes far more
than Britain does, with some
countries even offering cash
incentives for medal wins. Obviously,
in the middle of a recession this
is not a viable option, but just the
smallest amount of funding, just to
let our athletes know that they are
valued, would make the world of
difference.
Was it a lack of funding that
blighted our athletes, or a lack of
confidence too? How depressing it
must be to fly halfway around the
world to compete for your country
when your Government doesn’t
care.
Hearing Times would like to
celebrate these talented men and
women, for showing the world that
Great Britain may be down, but
we’re certainly not out.
In four years’ time, Hannah Fitton
will be 20 years old. If she can win
four medals at the tender age of 16,
then I can’t wait to see what she is
capable of in her twenties.
Elsewhere, Hearing Times
attended the annual Hearing Dogs
for Deaf People Awards, presented
by Esther Rantzen and Stephanie
Beacham. The evening was filled
with laughter, tears and plenty of
fundraising, but it struck me how
still relatively unknown this charity
is, given the amazing work that they
do.
This month we will be travelling
to Germany for the annual EUHA
event which I am sure will be bigger
and better than ever. Be sure to
check back next month to find out
all about the conference, and what
new innovations will be making a
difference in your life soon.
Until next month, happy reading!
Gemma (Editor)

Going deaf overnight proved
no barrier to winner Adam
news 3
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to otosclerosis at the age of 32. Losing his hearing affected him deeply at
first, leaving him feeling isolated and
unable to cope in a hearing world.
However he went on to climb the ladder at his company, eventually making
it onto the board of directors.
Mr Wilson said: “I went through a
really low point. I could have given in
but I picked myself up and decided to
face my hearing loss head on.
“Although I had the full support

Photo: courtesy of Battie Group for Specsavers

NOT letting his overnight deafness
get in his way has seen an East Grinstead man named the national Sound
Barrier Star of the Year 2009.
The competition, run by Specsavers hearing centres in association
with Hearing Dogs for Deaf People,
was launched this year to recognise
achievement in the deaf or hard of
hearing.
Inaugural winner Adam Wilson, 66,
became severely deaf overnight due

Bright stars: Stephanie Beacham presents Adam Wilson with his award

Exclusive Cubex offer for
Hearing Times readers!
We know how important good hearing is to understand the world around
us. This is especially true at work, with
family and friends, and during social
activities. When you experience the effects of hearing loss many facets of life
can become increasingly difficult. Following conversations, understanding
children’s voices, talking on the phone
or listening to the TV may become a
challenge.
But now an exciting piece of technology has been launched to enable you to
continue hearing these sounds. Exelia
Art is an exceptional hearing system
which uses a unique combination of
cutting-edge technology and wireless
connectivity, enabling you to experience:
• Excellence in hearing performance
• Unlimited access to the ever expanding world of communication
• Diversity of 15 styles – covering
ALL type of hearing loss – to suit
your preferences, needs and lifestyle
“I can now hear sounds again that
I couldn’t hear before, and the phone
ringing while I’m watching TV. That really makes my life so much easier” says
satisfied customer, Fredi Schawalder.
To support millions of people with
hearing loss and their loved ones,
Cubex, an independent hearing aid
consultancy in London, has designed a

complete rehabilitation programme to
respond directly to every individual’s
need. For nearly half a century Cubex
has helped thousands of people achieve
better hearing and has provided vital
support with their unique aftercare
programme.
In order to complement their experience at Cubex, Hearing Times readers
are being offered an exclusive discount
of up to £500 OFF a pair of Exelia Art
hearing systems, together with FREE
Listening and Communication Enhancement (LACE) training. Interactive
and adaptable to individual’s changing
needs, LACE presents challenging and
enjoyable tasks with immediate feedback on personal progress. Whether
you wear hearing aids, are just acquiring hearing aids, or simply wish to improve your listening confidence, this
computerised programme will help you
develop communication strategies, by
strengthening thinking and memory
skills, and teaching you how to conquer
listening challenges.
Contact Cubex at customerservice@
cubex.co.uk or 0333 123 2000 to make
an appointment before the 4 December
2009 and present the voucher upon arrival to receive up to £500 OFF a pair
of Exelia Art hearing systems together
with FREE LACE training.
For more information visit www.
cubex.co.uk.

of my family, friends and work colleagues, I had to battle daily prejudices with others who I met in my
personal and business life. It is so
important for people to understand
hearing loss and how to treat those
who have it.’
When he retired in 2002, Adam
recognised that he was becoming
reclusive so he started going out and
giving regular talks about hearing loss
in support of the charity Hearing Dogs
for Deaf People.
Later, in 2005, Adam received his
own hearing dog, Baxter, who now attends around 60 talks every year with
him. It was 15 months after giving
a talk to the Crawley Air Cadets that
the teenagers he spoke to decided to
nominate him for a Sound Barrier Star
Award.
Actress Stephanie Beacham presented Mr Wilson with his award at the
ceremony in London on Thursday 17
September.
She said: ‘Adam is a thoroughly
deserving winner. His story is a perfect
example of why we set up the awards
in the first place and it was a real delight to meet him.’
Mr Wilson added: ‘I’m delighted to
have had the opportunity to do more
in raising deaf awareness – this is

really what this award is all about.
Teenagers get such a bad press and it
is a lovely feeling to have got through
to them.’
His award also included a prize of a
luxury two-week all-inclusive cruise
from Phoenix Holidays and £1,500 in
vouchers from Specsavers.
Air Cadets CO Helen Dudley says:
‘The cadets were so moved by Adam’s
story. He is a remarkably brave individual and an excellent role model.’
Mr Wilson has also written a book,
called ‘Baxter – The Tale of a Talking
Dog’, in aid of Hearing Dogs for Deaf
People in which his hearing dog Baxter
tells the story of how he and dogs
like him were selected and trained to
help deaf people with the every day
household sounds most people take
for granted. He has sold hundreds of
copies and aims to make up to £5,000
for the charity.
Specsavers has donated £5 to Hearing Dogs for Deaf People for every
entry. Hearing dogs help transform the
lives of their deaf owners by alerting
them to sounds that those with good
hearing take for granted, allowing
them greater independence, confidence and security.

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Honours for dogs
who serve as ears
4 News

A GLITTERING event was held to
honour the amazing work of Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People and to crown this
year’s Dogs of the Year.
Celebrities Esther Rantzen and
Stephanie Beacham were on hand to
present the awards to the winners of
three categories:
n Heroic Hearing Dog of the Year;
n Rescue Dog of the Year;
n Life-changing Dog of the Year.
During the ceremony held in the
opulent surroundings of London’s
Vintner’s Hall, guests and nominees
watched an emotional video of each of
the nominees before the winner was
handed their prize.
The dogs were nominated by the
Hearing Dogs charity, and the winner
was selected by a celebrity judge.
Each category had three nominees,
all of whom had made significant
changes in their recipient’s lives.
The award for Heroic Dog of the
Year, judged by Strictly Come Dancing star Anton du Beke, went to little
Chinese Crested Amos, who belongs to
Sister Marika Rebicsek from Westcliffeon-Sea, near Southend, Essex.
Amos was nominated for the award
after he managed to alert Marika to a
potential fire in her house.
Marika, 49, explained: “I had put
the kettle on for a cup of tea, but
changed my mind, decided to leave
the kettle to switch off automatically,
and went to check my emails. A while
later, Amos came up to me and very
emphatically touched my knees in the
way he had been trained, so I knew
something was happening.
“I asked him: ‘What is it?’ I knew he
was trying to tell me something was
wrong. I picked up the kettle and it
was so hot that I nearly dropped it –
the water had boiled dry. I found later
that I had not pushed the lid down
properly so it could not switch itself
off. I burst into tears because, had I
gone shopping, I would have come
home to a fire – the fire brigade told
me later that the kettle would have
definitely caught fire! He saved my flat
from potential disaster.”
Eastenders’ actress Pam St Clement,

Actress Stephanie Beacham with Cinders,
who looks after his owner Ian Finney (left)

Photos: Courtesy of Hearing Dogs for Deaf People

By Gemma Davidson

Top dogs: (L to R) winners Troy, Amos and Cinders with owners Kenny, Marika and Ian
who plays Pat Evans, selected Cinders
as the winner of the Rescue Dog of
Year after being so impressed by the
confidence and freedom she gave to
her recipient Ian Finney, 41, a telephone engineer.
“This relationship impressed me
because Cinders is working not just to
make Ian’s domestic life tolerable but
in his active outdoor call-outs, almost
being his guard dog. What a wonderful example of a hearing dog enabling
their human to have an active and
normal life,” the actress said.
Ian, of Ellon, Aberdeenshire, explained how life before Cinders was
much more difficult: “I lost most of
my hearing when I was around three
years old. During my childhood I relied
heavily on my faithful mother to wake
me up in the morning or alert me to
various sounds in the daytime.
“Later, my thoughts turned to becoming independent and having my
own house. Imagine the psychological
pressures imposed every night wondering just how would you know if
someone has broken into your home
whilst you were sleeping or what
about that fire alarm?”
Ian said: “I no longer miss the various sounds around our home and have
found I am much calmer as a result.
Night work is also much more relaxing. Cinders wakes me up if I receive
a call-out at night, and if that callout
is in a dark place such as a forest or
field, I now feel much more secure.
This gives me a great deal of reassurance. It’s amazing what difference one
small dog can do to help with freedom, confidence and companionship.”
The award for Life-changing Dog of
the Year was especially hard for judge
Martin Clunes, as all three nominees
had made such a difference to their
recipient’s life. But terrier Troy came
up trumps.
Troy was partnered with Kenny

Esther Rantzen presents Carol Hopkins
and her dog Tiger with their glass trophy
Gibson, 61, from Coleraine, Co Londonderry, and has completely turned
his life around. In a moving film,
Kenny described how his deafness
combined with an accident at work
changed his personality, and almost
made him give up on life, until Troy
came along.
Troy not only changed Kenny’s life,
but also the lives of those close to him.
His wife, Sheila explained: “He was
having mood swings and very bad panic attacks. He wouldn’t go anywhere;
stayed in the house all the time.
“Then we heard about Hearing
Dogs and eventually he got Troy and
everything changed. Kenny is like a
different person: Troy has helped him
overcome his fear of people, shops
and crowds.
“Having Troy is the best thing to
have happened to Kenny and it has
given him a new lease of life.”
TV personality Esther Rantzen told
Hearing Times:“These dogs are so
clever and make such an impact on
their owner’s lives. It costs a lot of
money to train and maintain a hearing dog, so I am doing all that I can
to promote the work of this wonderful
charity,” she said.
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Yesterday just
a blog, today
Bridget Jones!

What a summer it has been, because
– guess what? – I won a competition!
Superdrug was looking for people to
be Summer Insiders for its website
and review the latest beauty products, go to festivals and generally
have a great time. I submitted my
Deafinitelygirly.com and won! When I
found out, I was so shocked, I had to
lie down on the office floor.
And so, I took up temporary residence at Superdrugloves.com/author/deafinitelygirly.
So far, I’ve reviewed a mobile
phone, been to a dance festival
where I could hear the music but not
thousands of people screaming, had
an incredible spending spree in Dorothy Perkins, and spent an inordinate
amount of time on a trampoline.
At times, I have felt like Bridget
Jones in terms of my roving reporter
talents, but all, in all, it’s been an
amazing experience. And it’s not
over yet either. I am actually in
competition with four others to be
the Ultimate Summer Insider and
win a holiday to Barcelona. Imagine!
I could try out my well-learned “I’m
deaf and need to lipread” in Spanish
again.
This month has seen a wonderful
visit from Big Bro and his family of
Clogs. Micro Clog is now five months
old and is extremely cute and cuddly,
while Mini Clog is almost three and
the biggest chatterbox ever.
He’s bilingual in English and Dutch,
which is great, but has the strongest
Dutch accent, which is not great for
me when I am trying to lipread. But
he’s sweet when I don’t understand
him and offers me kisses instead.
We had a family gathering at The
Rents. Normally at these occasions I
find it incredibly hard to follow what’s
going on. But because it was my
direct family and everyone knows my
deafness so well, it was amazing.
Whenever I looked a bit confused,
someone would step in and ensure
I was up to date with the conversation. On account of my blondeness,
I think I looked confused a lot more
than I actually should have done, as
people kept stepping in to help even
when I was following conversation,
but it was amazing what a difference
it made to my enjoyment of the day.
It’s made me realise that it’s my
responsibility to achieve that in other
aspects of my life, where people
don’t know me so well. If I let them
know what I need, what I can’t hear
and when a helping hand would be
much appreciated, then maybe every
social situation will be as successful
as the other weekend. Here’s hoping.
n Catch up with Deafinitely Girly
every weekday at www.deafinitely
girly.com

Hearing Times prize set
to benefit whole school

news 5
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By Gemma Davidson

THE WINNER of a recent Hearing
Times competition has revealed that
the electronic prize will not only come
in handy for her, but for dozens of
schoolchildren as well.
Ceiri Van Haeften was randomly
selected by the Hearing Times team to
win the Fireco Deafgard unit in July.
Ceiri, whose son Mark is profoundly
deaf, works in the hearing impaired
unit at her son’s school, and was delighted to win the vibrating alarm.
“This will certainly come in useful
when our hearing-impaired children
go away on school trips or need to be
alerted to the fire alarm,” Ceiri said.
“In the past, Mark has relied on
other children to let him know when
alarms are sounding, but this Deafgard unit will really help him to be
more independent.”
Ceiri works for the Hearing Impaired
Unit at the Sanders Draper School, in
Hornchurch, Essex, where children are
given extra help with their studies in a
relaxed and friendly environment.
“We can have about 14 children at
any one time,” Ceiri explained.
“Our classroom is the only one in the

Gard of honour: Ceiri Van Haeften (right) and
her son Mark (second right and inset) are
presented with their prize by Hearing Times editor Gemma Davidson
school to have a flashing fire alarm,
but, of course, it is up on the wall, so
it is not always seen immediately.
“We will be able to put the Deafgard
in the middle of the table so if anything happens it will be directly in the

children’s sight.
“It will also help my son Mark when
he goes on ski-ing trips with the
school, and other children when they
go away and need a personal alarm to
help them get out of bed.”

The Deafgard unit was kindly donated to Hearing Times by Fireco, a
company who specialise in making
alarm systems for people with hearing
loss.
Deafgard requires no installation and
is fully transportable, so it can be used
just about anywhere.
The unit features high-intensity
flashing LEDs which signal when a fire
alarm is sounding, and also includes
a vibrating pad which can be placed
under a pillow at night.
The unit has a sensor which automatically detects sound, so no programming is required.
It can also be used as an alarm clock
which users can programme depending on their needs. It is battery powered, so can even be used on camping
trips.
The system is gradually being introduced into hotels for guests with
hearing loss and it is hoped that in the
near future it will become compulsory
for all hotels to provide such alarms.
n For more information on Deafgard,
visit www.firecoltd.com.

Robert is top
Audiologist 09
6 News

and won particular praise from Sue
for helping her father to manage his
severe hearing problems. Rather than
trying several hearing aids, Robert
took great care to pick and fit one
precisely matching the patient’s needs.
Paula Brinson-Pyke, Rayovac marketing manager, said: “This is a heartwarming story and the judges were
impressed with Robert’s dedication
and devotion. Sue and her family said
they had never met someone so attentive who was prepared to visit her
father in hospital on several occasions.
The fact that so many patients voted
for him was highly impressive.
“The competition was judged by a
distinguished panel of experts
including Alan Torbet, chief executive
of the British Society of Hearing Aid
Audiologists (BSHAA); Tom Davidson
from Newcastle’s Freeman Hospital;
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People; Victoria
Adshead, editor of Audio Infos; plus a
representative from Rayovac.
Such was the exceptional standard
of entries that a further 12 hearing
care professionals have received commendations (see below).
Paula added: “It’s been a fantastic
response and that is reflected in the
spread of entries we’ve received right

Photo: Courtesy of Rayovac

A hearing professional from Hertfordshire has been named the UK’s
top hearing aid audiologist for 2009 as
part of a competition run by Rayovac.
Robert Beiny, who works at the Hearing Healthcare Practice in Harpenden,
is the winner of the 2009 Audiologist of
the Year competition, an independently
judged award supported by the hearing
aid battery maker.
He is the second winner of the award,
which is voted for by patients, and recognises the outstanding achievements
and dedication of hearing professionals
who go the extra mile to help.
Robert, who is also the vice-chairman of the Association of Independent
Hearing Healthcare Professionals,
was nominated for the award by Sue
Reeves, the daughter of one of his
patients, after he cared for her father
following a stroke.
He said: “What makes this so special
is that the nominations come from the
public. I’m delighted to be making a
real difference to someone’s quality of
life.
“I’ll definitely enjoy being the hearing aid Audiologist of the Year for the
next 12 months at a time when there
are so many excellent practitioners.”
Robert received several nominations
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Robert Beiny, winner of the Audiologist of the Year after being nominated by patients
across the spectrum: from hearing
aid audiologists working in the NHS to
independent practitioners and retail
chains. The large number of entries
is testimony to the high standard of

hearing professionals in the UK and the
affection with which they are held.”
Further information is available at
www.audiologistoftheyear.eu

Audiologists commended by the judges
Mandy Brady
ABC Hearing Aid Consultancy
Greg Clements
The Hearing Company
Nick Chitty
David Ormerod Hearing centre
Jenny Cranshaw
Hidden Hearing Limited
David Jones
Amplifon
Will Parfitt
Broom Reid & Harris
Gerry Thompson
University Hospital in Hartlepool
Sam Robinson
Lincoln Hearing
Jo Rae
Hearing Health Care Practice
Martyn Scott
Hearing Aid Solutions
Surinderpal Sidhu	Hidden Hearing
Alan Walshaw
Airedale General Hospital, Yorkshire

Around Erin in a wheelchair
news 7
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By William Jeremy

It is not immediately apparent that
road travel and the European Union
are linked until you journey across
Ireland by road.
The emerald isle is known for its
enthusiastic embrace of all things
European and not least because of the
opportunity to fund all sorts of projects that EU membership provides,
road-building among them. But with
an Irish twist, of course.
The story has it that each county
in the republic, large or small, had to
have the same allocation of money
to put into the highway. This in turn
meant that, once the fund per county
ran dry, so did the tarmacadam.
Subsequently, there are stretches
of road in and between counties that
rival the the French autoroutes which
suddenly come to an end, giving way
to the less magisterial efforts of the
local authority. The super-highway
trail is once more taken up a few miles
further along in the next county.
This observation seemed all the
more pertinent at the time of crossing
these motor trails, for it was on the
occasion of the announcement of the
death of the much-loved former Irish
prime minister Jack Lynch.
As well-regarded for his sporting
prowess in hurling and the Gaelic football field as in the political arena, it was
Jack Lynch who had negotiated Ire-

Dublin’s Post Office, scene of the 1916
Easter Rising and emblem of nationhood
land’s entry into the EU. At the time of
making the journey a decade ago, from
Galway to Dublin and back, the name
Jack Lynch was not a familiar one.
But through newspaper coverage
and the familiar tones of the BBC
correspondent John Simpson on Irish
radio, I learned of how this sporting
political hero was almost ‘airbrushed
out’ of the annals of Irish political history as a result of the machinations of
subsequent political manoeuvrings.
A view of Jack Lynch as honourable
man sketched out in the obituaries

was echoed in the confines of the Poor
Claire convent in Galway by those
well-informed nuns whose knowledge
of the outside world seems to deepen
in proportion to the silence that their
contemplative life imposes.
“A good man, was Jack Lynch,” they
concurred, sitting behind a grille in the
reception room, during the audience
granted to me as a result of my involvement in conveying a wheelchairbound friend, formerly of the convent,
to visit them.
The European theme continued in
Dublin, the crane-filled skyline witness to the building boom that came
in the wake of Irish membership of the
European single currency, now sadly
afflicted by the credit crunch.
Obligatory visits to some of the
‘must-see’ Dublin sites: the public
sculpture of Molly Malone (otherwise
known as ‘the tart with the cart’) as
well as the water-monument – popularly referred to as the ‘floozy in the
jacuzzi’ – and the moving memorial
monument to Oscar Wilde inscribed
with one of his greatest aphorisms:
“All of us are lying in the gutter, but
some of us are looking at the stars”.
This tribute to human exuberance
links to another Dublin trip and accompanying another wheelchair-user –
this time for the ‘rugby and the craic’.
During the Six Nations rugby tournament, when Ireland play Wales at
home, Dublin becomes a party city –

from the rugby stadium of Lansdowne
Road through to late-night scenes of
comic alcohol-fuelled festival mayhem
in Grafton Street and the Shelbourne
Hotel on St Stephen’s Green.
The experience of acting as guardian
to a man determined to demonstrate
he is making the most of his weekend
by launching himself out of his wheelchair at the smallest opportunity is
something of an eye-opener. The onpitch action seemed safer.
This rocket-propulsion enabled
the jumping of taxi queues, much to
the apparent consternation of fellow
revellers – I will never know whether
the arm-waving was in celebration of
our leaving the scene or anger at our
stealing of the ride home.
However, the inevitable hangover
was dispelled by an early-morning
phone call bringing news of the death
of my companion’s stepfather, felled
by a heart attack. The journey back to
Cardiff was thoughtfully sombre, the
atmosphere leavened by talk of the
weekend with Welsh rugby officials we
sat with in the plane – those men in
jacket and tie known as the ‘blazerati’.
As for the rugby, there’s always the
next trip, another opportunity to stare
at the stars while lying in the gutter.
Jack Lynch would have appreciated the
scene as would my friend’s stepfather.
Together, of course, with Oscar Wilde
and those well-informed sisters of the
Poor Claire convent.

Guide dog is really two for the price of one
FLO is a very special dog with two jobs.
She has been trained to act as both a
guide dog and a hearing dog for Kate
Fenwick, who is both deaf and blind.
Kate has a congenital condition
called Flynn-Aird Syndrome which has
caused her to progressively lose both
her sight and her hearing from the
age of eight. Over 25 years, she has
benefited from five guide dogs, but
her hearing has deteriorated so much
that she found she was struggling
to hear even with the most powerful
hearing aids. It was at this point that
she decided to apply for her first dualpurpose dog – a dog specially trained
to guide when out and about and to
alert to sounds in the home.
Flo is a Labrador cross golden retriever, and was bred by The Guide
Dogs for the Blind Association. After
a period of training with Guide Dogs,
she then came to Hearing Dogs to
learn how to alert to various household sounds.
In June 2008, she went to live with
Kate, and has had a huge impact on
her life since then. “Flo has given me a
lot more confidence when I’m out and
about,” she says.
“Although she is acting as a guide
dog most of the time when I’m out in
town, when I stop for a coffee, I take
her harness off and put her Hearing
Dog coat on. If the fire alarm goes off,
she will alert me and the staff can see
that I need assistance, so they will
guide me out of the building.
“When I’m on the bus, I’m no longer
the blind lady who doesn’t answer

when people talk to me. Now people
can see that I’m deaf as well and
are responding to my needs. All this
means that I am much more relaxed
when I go out independently.”
In addition to making people aware
of Kate’s dual sensory loss, Flo’s hearing dog training has given her a very
important role in the community, as
Kate explains: “We have had a spate
of burglaries in our area recently. On
the evening of the first one, Flo alerted me in the middle of the night, but I
thought she just wanted to go out.
“However, I found out the next
day that there had been a burglary
two streets away and the police had
caught the person hiding in my shed.
“A few days after that, Flo alerted
me twice in the night – once at midnight and then at 4.45am. Again the
police told me that a house close to
me was broken into at midnight, and
the police had attended at 4.45am!
So Flo was spot on.
“Now the police have asked me to
dial 999 if Flo alerts me in the night,
and have told me that having Flo has
made me much safer than the other
residents in the street.”
Having Flo has really helped Kate
feel more relaxed. “If I’m in a large
gathering and feeling a bit lost, I don’t
worry, just knowing Flo is there reassures me.
“Flo has made an enormous difference to my life. She helps me not
only by guiding me and alerting me to
sounds, but also by changing the way
people at large respond to me.”

Double comfort: Kate Fenwick,
with Flo, who has been trained
by both the Guide Dogs for the
Blind and by the Hearing Dogs
associations
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From Hollywood to London’s West End:
three classic movies get a theatre make-over

The original High School Musical: Grease is most
definitely still the word

The Shawshank
Redemption

Wyndham’s Theatre,
London
By Gemma Davidson
THE CLASSIC Stephen King masterpiece The Shawshank Redemption won
acclaim when it was made into a film
in 1994 starring Tim Robbins and Morgan Freeman, and now is winning rave
reviews as a play.
Set in a grisly prison (The Shawshank) somewhere in Maine, USA, The
Shawshank Redemption follows the
twenty year-long sentence of Andy
Dufresne (Kevin Anderson), who is
wrongly convicted of murdering his
wife and her lover, as he comes to
terms with being a middle-class jailbird.
Anderson’s portrayal of Dufresne,
as a mild-mannered yet street-wise
convict, is enough to rival Robbins’
original effort in the film. But it is Reg
E Cathey’s playing of Red, the guy
who ‘gets stuff’, that really has the audience captivated. Not only does this
man look exactly like Morgan Freeman, but he sounds just like him too.
Clearly, the character that was built in
the film adaptation was good enough
to keep, and Cathey does him a great
service.
The stage is shrouded in the shadows of prison bars, a constant re-

Sister Act The
Musical
The Palladium,
London
By Gemma Davidson

Grease

Piccadilly Theatre,
London
By Gemma Davidson
By now, it is hard to find anyone who
has not seen the original Grease film
from 1978, starring John Travolta
and Olivia Newton-John. So if you are

hoping for a night full of surprises and
unexpected twists, Grease probably
isn’t the word for you.
However that is not to say that the
stage version of this classic film is not
bad. Not at all. The acting and stage
design is dazzling, and the costumes
really transport you into the Rydell High
of the 1950s.
Obviously, some parts of the film are
missing from the performance, such as
the car race scene and the infamous

funfair at the end, but these are cleverly
disguised within other scenes so if you
did not know the film, you would be
none the wiser.
Emma Stephens plays a superb
Sandy, both in looks and mannerisms,
capturing the quintessential goodgirl demeanour of the late-1950’s
sweetheart trying to find her way in a
new school.
Ray Quinn is a bit of a disappointment
if I’m being honest. Simply by stepping
into Danny’s shoes he is instantly
setting himself up for the inevitable
John
Travolta
comparisons,
and
unfortunately, the two do not even
compare.
Danny Zuko is meant to be suave,
charming and hard-as-nails, with a
softer side that only Sandy sees. Quinn
does not live up to expectations, and
his nasally voice only adds insult to
injury. Yes, this boy can dance, but he
cannot sing for toffee. I personally felt
that Stuart Ramsay would have made
a much better Danny instead of being
relegated to the role of Kenickie. In
short, Ramsay has the Danny look, and
Quinn does not.
Overall the performance was great
from the all-singing, all-dancing cast
of young go-getters. Grease is one of
those musicals where you cannot help
but tap your feet along to the songs, or
even stand up and sing along as many

members of the audience seemed to be
doing!
Grease is an institution, and everyone
has an idea in their head of how things
should be done, and how things should
not be done. On the whole, the stage
version lives up to the original in the
razzle-dazzle stakes, and certainly the
majority of the cast suit their characters
very, very well. It is true that Grease
will be going long after this review is
forgotten about, but in my opinion it
would be better to cast a character such
as Danny on real ability and looks, not
just on how well someone can skate on
ice.
Mums, Dads, Grannies, Grandads and
kids will all love this show, so for a good
night out I would certainly recommend
you get down to the Piccadilly Theatre
and check this one out while you still
can!
Grease has a captioned performance
on the 27 October 2009, and a BSLinterpreted performance on the 4
November 2009.
For ticket information visit www.
greasethemusical.co.uk/access.

Turn to page 10
for more upcoming
captioned and
interpreted
performances
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LOUNGE SINGER Doloris Van Cartier is
fed up. Her career is going nowhere and
all she got for her birthday was a fake
leopard skin coat. But just as things
couldn’t get any worse, Dolores witnesses her gangster boyfriend Shank
and his thugs commit a murder.
Terrified for her life, Doloris seeks refuge in the only place no-one will ever
look for her... a convent!
Based on the smash hit movie from
1992 starring Whoopi Goldberg, Sister
Act The Musical brings the big screen
to the West End effortlessly. Veteran
actress Sheila Hancock plays Mother
Superior brilliantly, and newcomer Patina Miller lives up to the almighty task

minder that no matter how positive
the characters may become, the fact
remains that they are still in prison.
This project was always going to
be a tough one to translate from film
to stage, as there are moments that
are simply too graphic to attempt, so
some of the original film is missed out.
This does not mean, however, that this
is a PG play, so parents be warned.
The main difference I noticed in the
play was, as mentioned before, the
omnipresence of the bars. Even when
these are removed at the end of the
play, when Red is released, in such a
small theatre there is still the feeling
that the characters are never truly
free.

Have you seen a play you would
like to review for us?
Email your reviews to
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
or visit www.hearingtimes.co.uk
for more information
laid down by Goldberg as the glamorous Doloris.
Featuring a brand new score of
songs, this is the Sister Act you didn’t
see at the cinema. Doloris is more of a
trouble-making diva, only out to help
herself, whilst we get to know the supporting characters more than we did in
the film.
Katie Rowley-Jones makes a superb
Sister Mary Robert, capturing the innocence and reluctance of the young nun
who is dazzled by Doloris. And Claire
Greenway shines as Sister Mary Patrick: a big woman with a big heart...
and a big voice!
What struck me most about this show
was not the acting or the singing, but
the set design. Backdrops glide on and
off the stage as if by magic, rising and
falling from the floor as if controlled
by God himself. And the stained-glass
window of the church is really something to behold!
Fans of the original film may be disappointed by the lack of the classic
songs, but the new additions more
than fill their shoes. And what’s more,
the orchestra’s conductor even
manages to steal the show, by
rising from the pit as none other
than the Pope!
Overall, this musical ticks
all the boxes. Great singers?:
Check. Great costumes?: Check.
Great actors?: Check. Standing ovation every single night?:
Check.
Sister Act is running until the
18 December 2010, but if you
want to catch Sheila Hancock
make sure you go before the 27
February 2010.
There is a captioned performance on Tuesday 17 November
2009 and signed performances scheduled for Thursday 28
January 2010 and Saturday 12
June 2010. There are also audio described performances on
Wednesday 25 November 2009,
Tuesday 2 March 2010 and
Wednesday 3 March 2010.
For more information on the
assisted performances and to
book tickets visit
www.sisteractthemusical.com

‘Divine’: Patina Miller gives a heavenly
performance as Doloris Van Cartier

Photo: Catherine Ashmore for the Palladium Theatre

8 arts

WIN tickets to see
Sister Act the Musical!
HEARING TIMES is giving one lucky
reader the chance to win four tickets
to the captioned performance of
Sister Act The Musical on Tuesday
17 November 2009 along with goody
bags from the show, courtesy of Stage
Entertainment.
All you need to do to be in with a
chance of winning this heavenly prize
is answer the following question:
Who starred as Deloris Van
Cartier in the original 1992
Sister Act Movie? Was it:
a) Meryl Streep
b) Whoopi Goldberg, or
c) Demi Moore
Email your answers along with your
name and address to: editorial@
hearingtimes.co.uk. The closing

date for entries is midnight on the
6 November 2009. The winner will
be chosen by the Hearing Times
team and contacted by the 10
November. You must be able to travel
to London on the 17 November for
the captioned performance. Tickets
are non-transferable and cannot be
exchanged for cash. We regret that
Hearing Times cannot provide travel or
accommodation for the winners.
Winners will be notified by email.
Check www.hearingtimes.co.uk for
more competitions.
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All of these performances are captioned by
STAGETEXT unless otherwise stated
Tuesday 20 October 2009
19:30 Shooting Rats
Oval House Theatre, London

Tuesday 27 October
19:30 Kes (Interpreted)
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh

Wednesday 21 October
19:30 Orphans (Interpreted)
Soho Theatre, London

Thursday 29 October
14:00 The Hypchondriac
Theatre Royal, York
19:30 The Great Extension (Interpreted)
Theatre Royal, Stratford East

Thursday 22 October
19:30 Orphans
Soho Theatre, London
19.30 Original Sin (Interpreted and
Captioned)
Soho Theatre, London
19.45 The Hypochondriac
Yvonne Arnaud Theatre, Guildford
19.45 Strictly Murder
Civic Theatre, Chelmsford
Friday 23 October
19:30 Entertaining Angels (Interpreted)
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh
19:45 Strictly Murder
Civic Centre, Chelmsford

Friday 30 October
19:30 Kes (Interpreted)
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh
19:30 Punk Rock by Simon Stephens (interpreted)
Royal Exchange Theatre. Manchester
Saturday 31 October
14:30 The Music Man (Interpreted)
Hawth Theatre, Crawley
Wednesday 4 November
14:00 A Chorus of Disapproval
Theatre by the Lake, Keswick

Deaf actress reveals truth
behind her theatre success

Friday 6 November
19:30 The House of Bernarda Alba
(Interpreted)
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh
19:45 The Hypochondriac
New Wolsey Theatre, Ipswich
Saturday 7 November
14:30 Confessions of a Justified
Sinner
Lyceum Theatre, London
Tuesday 10 November
19:15 Architecting (Interpreted)
Barbican Theatre, London
Thursday 12 November
19:30 The Hypochondriac
Nuffield Theatre, Southampton
19:30 The Adventures of Mr
Broucek (Interpreted) Opera North at
The Lowry, Salford
19:30 Rain Man (Interpreted)
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh
Friday 13 November
19:30 Rain Man (Interpreted)

King’s Theatre, Edinburgh
20:00 Victoria Wood’s Dinnerladies
(Interpreted) Hawth Theatre, Crawley
Saturday 14 November
15:00 High Muck-a-Muck
Theatre Alibi, Exeter
Wednesday 18 November
19:30 Shradda (Interpreted)
Soho Theatre, London
20:00 A Murder has been Arranged
(Interpreted) Queen’s Theatre,
Hornchurch
Thursday 19 November
19:30 The Good Soul of Szechuan
(Interpreted) Library Theatre, Manchester
19:30 Shradda
Soho Theatre, London
19:30 The Adventures of Mr
Broucek (Interpreted) Opera North at
Theatre Royal, Newcastle
Friday 20 November
19:30 Days of Significance
Sherman Theatre, Cardiff
19:30 The Good Soul of Szechuan
(Interpreted) Library Theatre, Manchester
Saturday 21 November
19:30 White Christmas The Musical
Plymouth Theatre Royal

“...the walls are put there for someone to break
down...” Sophie Stone (left) in Mother Courage

DEAF actress Sophie Stone is no stranger to having the spotlight placed
firmly on her. After becoming the first deaf student to win a place at the
acclaimed drama school RADA, she has gone from strength to strength
in the world of theatre, but still found time to chat to Hearing Times
about her recent appearance in the National Theatre’s Mother Courage
and Her Children. Words by Gemma Davidson.
HT: What made you want to get into
acting?
SS: I have always been interested in
the world of Theatre and of playing
outside of myself and my own world.
Accents and visual/physical creativity
excited and excites me so it was always going to be a path I would follow.
My family are very creative people and
have always been encouraging, despite
my mother’s initial worry that choosing
the life of an actor would lead to a lot
of heart-break. It has, but the highs
outweigh that and like a gambler, you
always go back for the buzz.
HT: When did you have your ‘big
break’?
SS: I think the first time I thought I
could make a living out of this was
when I signed up for BBC’s Talent auditions for a laugh when a friend suggested it, and out of 12,000 people
I ended up winning a contract, along
with 30 others to get cast in various
BBC shows. I did a big episode in Casualty and felt I wanted to do it properly and get trained for the profession.
HT: Do you feel that having a hearing loss has held you back at all in the
theatre industry?
SS: Personally, yes. It would be lovely
to say my journey has been smooth
and trouble-free but at times it is a
real struggle battling with my limits.
Sometimes the mainstream theatre is
a ruthless environment when it comes
to time and attention, and things can

be delayed or missed due to my deafness, which frustrates me as it feels
like I’m compromising my professionalism because of it. But with support
of interpreters and/or understanding
from the cast and crew, it can be an
amazing act of patience that forms
togetherness and security. I enjoy the
challenge and I probably wouldn’t be
where I am today were it not for the
person I am, deafness and all.
HT: What do you think could be done
to encourage more people with hearing
loss to get involved in the theatre?
SS: More training opportunities. I
don’t mean performing arts at a local
college, or drama groups aimed for
specific needs (as useful and important as all these are) I mean drama
schools with the right support and
intensive training that is required to
push people’s horizons, limits and skills
to a level where they can be taken
more seriously and prove what they
have is just as good as anyone else
who trained the same way. It takes a
lot and sometimes it doesn’t work, but
a lot of hearing people have different
obstacles that stop them from getting there too, so you have to not take
rejection personally, be brave and take
the hard route, it’ll pay off in the end
if you see it through. Put the work in
and trust it. If you can, showcase your
work and get an agent who will support your ambitions and not put you in
a box.

HT: What advice would you have for
any aspiring actors or actresses reading this newspaper?
SS: Be Brave. Take risks and enjoy
stretching yourself as an actor by
learning new techniques, new skills
and new ideas. Join different theatre
groups, improvise, read a lot of plays,
learn monolgues for the sake of it,
write, understand different styles of
theatre and writing and most of all.....
play. Keep passionate about what
you do and don’t give up when it gets
tough, the walls are put there for
someone to break down. Tell yourself
you’re going to be the one to do it.
HT: What has been your fondest
memory of working on Mother Courage
and Her Children?
SS: There are many. I am very lucky
to be working with such a wonderfully supportive and warm group of
people. They are all talented and funny
and each one has they’re own unique
personality that I can connect with.
I think the graduation of awareness
and sensitivity surrounding my needs
without making me feel ‘special’ has
been an appreciated area. But I think
my fondest memory has to be when

Photo: Courtesy of Anthony Luvera for the National Theatre

‘What’s on’ guide

Thursday 5 November
19:30 Make-Believe (Interpreted)
Contact Theatre, Manchester
19:30 The Adventures of Mr
Broucek (Interpreted) Opera North at
Theatre Royal, Nottingham
19:30 The House of Bernarda Alba
King’s Theatre, Edinburgh

the cast and Peter Wilson of the band
Duke Special sang Happy Birthday to
me on the morning of my birthday at
the National Theatre. What an honour!
A memory to treasure.
HT: What are your plans for the future? Do you have any other plays in
the pipeline?
SS: I will be rehearsing a show for the
Arcola Theatre during the last week
of the run for Mother Courage. I think
that runs for a month or so then after
that I hope to work on a film project
that I’m in talks about. I’ve been very
fortunate to have had such a progressive and productive year since leaving
RADA, and hope that it’s set to continue for a little while longer. It’s always a
shock to the system when it stops, but
in this business, it’s inevitable. You just
have to take the highs with the lows
and use the low times to train more
for potential highs, keeping youself in
the game. A film I did last year called
‘Halo Boy’ with Timothy Spall should
be released soon. My plans are to be
open to what comes next and make
the right decisions for my journey into
the mainstream - wherever that takes
me!
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Book Review

Film Review

The Ghost

Julie & Julia

Arrow Books
£18.99

General cinema release

Robert Harris

Robert Harris has written a critique of
the Labour government in novel form.
The premise is brilliant – former
Prime Minister Adam Lang is indicted
on war crimes charges of endorsing
the kidnapping and torture of suspects
by the CIA. The agent of said ex-PM’s
destruction is his former colleague and
ex-Foreign Secretary.
The ghost-writer protagonist tells
the tale in a Philip Marlowesque first
person, having uncovered the plot
during the course of his duties ‘ghosting’ the ex-Prime Ministerial memoirs.
He is Lang’s alter ego personally and
professionally – literally his shadow
and his ghost. Packed with allusions to
those he has modelled the characters
on – direct comparisons do not have
to be drawn because the audience
knows for whom the plot tolls.
The narrative voice of Robert Harris reveals a man writing with the hot
indignation of one who knows of what
he speaks and uses the novel’s creative devices to tell a wider truth: the
satire borne of intimate knowledge.
In a TV documentary on the Tony
Blair years, Harris revealed his disappointment about his generation not
living up to the promise of their own
and others’ expectation when in power.
This book is his response – a polemic
disguised brilliantly as a satirical pageturning thriller of exceptional quality.
The novel is an encapsulation of
the hopes and disappointments of the
generation that came to power and
prominence in the late 1990s.
After a dozen years, the bright new
dawn has given way to the dark night
of the Iraq war, extraordinary rendition
and the War on Terror; ‘governing for
the many not the few’ ends up lining corporation pockets; ‘shoulder to
shoulder’ with the United States in its
hour of sorrow ends up with acquiescence in extraordinary rendition and
the condoning of torture.
Written as much in sorrow as in
anger by an insider who knows the
way governments work as well as
the personalities involved, it is a very
powerful critique.

William BR Jeremy

Certificate 12

Food, marriage and intertwined lives
combine in this latest feel-good factor
film from Hollywood screenwriter-producer Nora Ephron, who brought the
world When Harry Met Sally, Sleepless
in Seattle and Heartburn.
It tells the story of Julia Child,
food writer and doyenne of TV chefs,
whose cookery show was the first
to have subtitles for the deaf and
hard of hearing in the America of the
1950/60s/70s through the eyes of a
twenty-something newly married girl
in New York, Julie.
Julia Child wrote the seminal book
on French cuisine (Mastering the Art
of French Cooking) that revolutionised
American attitudes to cooking. A
daughter of Californian privilege and
wife of an American diplomatic official,
Julia Child became the unlikely star of
the television age and food writer of
enormous distinction. It was said that
every college girl moving to New York
across the decades of the mid-twentieth century had to have three items
is her possession: a couch, a copy of
Joseph Heller’s novel Catch 22 and a
copy of Julia Child’s cookery book.
Based on Child’s autobiography
and a book by Julie Powell, the film’s
central dynamic takes a 21st century
newly married girl Julie, played by
Amy Adams, living with her journalist
husband above a pizza shop in downtown New York.
Commuting to an uninspiring government agency job, Julie dreams of
accomplishments beyond her humdrum existence. She finds it in her
twin passions of cooking and writing
by resolving to spend a year cooking
her way through recipes in Julia Child’s
magnus opus and to blog about the
experience.
By using the classic cinematic device
of running two stories simultaneously,
Julie’s story unfolds in the New York of
the 2000s, while Julia’s autobiography
develops in the postwar Paris as she
evolves from government-service wife
to legendary food writer by way of
happenstance and accident.
Meryl Streep gives one of her best
screen performances to date, displaying once again a gift for light comedy
as luminous as her dramatic talent.
Streep captures the awkward, ungainly, forthright yet well-meaning manner
of a very tall woman brilliantly and
her well known facility with accent and
tone evokes the educated, well-bred
voice of her subject precisely.
Stanley Tucci plays her affectionate husband Paul with humour and
a touch of gentle comic irony which
complements his co-star’s large screen
persona. The film is as much an analysis of a loving marriage as it is an
affectionate tribute to a much-loved
figure.
The theme of relationships between
the central characters are contrasted
by the pressures of modern living
faced by Julie and husband Eric in
modern New York with the diplomatic
life of Julia and her husband in postwar Europe.
A recurring theme beloved of Nora
Ephron is that of friendship between

women – they meet for lunch and
dinner to compare notes, parade successes and give bittersweet advice to
each other.
There is the inevitable tension
between Julie and her partner as the
cooking obsession takes hold and

starts to affect their relationship, with
crisis ultimately resolved when the
project ends with media interest and
beginnings of a writing career.
This is in counterpoint to Julia’s life –
she forged a career almost by accident
and in spite of herself from a desire to
be occupied when women of her age
and class were expected to marry well
and be decorative, whereas the young
protagonist Julie has a conscious drive
to succeed with an expectation of that
possibility in an age of opportunity for
women that would have been almost
unknown to Julia’s contemporaries.
These parallels, however, should not
be overplayed.
If the film is an examination of
modern sensibilities: relationships,
work, career, self-fulfillment, ambition
and the role of the internet in life and
living, it is also a reminder of the universal theme of the quest for the good
relationship and what the songwriter
called the ‘fight for love and glory’.
Could it be that it really is the same
old story after all?

William BR Jeremy

Are you a budding literary critic?
If you have been moved by a book you have read or
a film you have seen, and have a burning desire to
share that inspiration with others, then why not try
your hand at writing a review for Hearing Times?

Email your stories to: editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
or write to us at:
Hearing Times Ltd, The Lansbury Estate,
102 Lower Guildford Road, Woking GU21 2EP
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Games page

Hearing Times crossword

Last month’s solution

If you would like to create a crossword for Hearing Times, please send 30 words and
solutions to info@hearingtimes.co.uk and we will name the crossword after you!
Remember to check the next issue of Hearing Times to see if you completed this
month’s crossword correctly.

Sudoku
Hard

* Charities may subscribe for free
unless they wish to take multiple
copies. If you are a charity and
wish to receive more than one
copy, the subscription fee is £15.
Charitiescolumn
MUSTcontains
insert their
The aim of these fun puzzles is to fill in the missing boxes so that each vertical and horizontal
the
charity
number
below
and the
numbers 1 to 9. Furthermore, each sub-grid of nine boxes must also contain the numbers 1 to 9. Sudoku is now
recognnumber
of
copies
they
require.
ised by experts to be the perfect mental workout to keep the mind fit and active and stave off the effects of age-related
degeneration. Try the hard puzzle for advanced players, or the easy puzzle if you are a beginner.

Easy

Last month’s
solutions

Hard

Easy
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Subscribe to Hearing Times
today and we will donate money
to a charity of your choice*!

Hearing Times has teamed up with nine major hearing loss charities in the UK so that
our readers can give something back to the community without spending a penny!
For every £15 subscription received, Hearing Times will donate £1 back to one of the
charities named below. All you need to do is fill in the form, send us a cheque or call us
with your debit/credit card details, and select a charity you would like us to make a
donation to on your behalf! It is as simple as that!

Only
£
10 i 15 for
ssue
s!

*The charities currently involved in the Hearing Times Donation Scheme are:
British Tinnitus Association
Cochlear Implanted Children’s Support Group
Deaf Education Through Listening and Talking
Deaf Parenting UK
Deaf UK Athletics
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People
National Deaf Children’s Society
The Ear Foundation
UK Deaf Sport
To support one of these charities put a tick in the box next to their name on the subscription form below. At the end of
the year, we will present a cheque to each of the charities with the amount we have raised.
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Four medals at my
first Deaflympics
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Hannah Fitton made her debut at the Deaflympics last month at the age of 16. Hannah, who originally hails from England but has now settled with her parents in Wisconsin, US, managed to gather a staggering four medals through her swimming efforts in
Taiwan. Hearing Times’ Gemma Davidson caught up with Hannah for an exclusive chat
HT: Do you have any other swimming
events coming up that you are hoping
to succeed in?
HF: Right now, I’m finishing my high
school swim season, and will be getting ready for the winter swim season.
I don’t have any big swimming events
planned yet, but I’ll keep competing
through the year.

HT: How did it feel to win so many
medals at your debut games?
HF: It was really exciting to win four
medals at my first Deaflympics. I
competed in the 2007 World Championships, so I knew what competition
I would be up against in Taipei, and
I trained hard for the following two
years. Overall, it was a great feeling to
know my hard work finally paid off.

HT: How old were you when you first
started swimming?
HF: I was four when I started swimming lessons. But actually nine when I
became a competitive swimmer.

HT: Were you nervous about competing?
HF: I was nervous every time I
stepped up on the blocks! I think,
though, my nervous energy made me
swim faster.

HT: What made you want to compete
on an international level?
HF: I looked forward to the challenge
of swimming against people from
around the world, different ages, and
different racing techniques. I also
wanted to meet other people who
were hearing impaired and didn’t let
it get in the way of their passion for
swimming.

HT: What was the atmosphere in the
team like?
HF: The Great Britain swim team was
so energetic and a great atmosphere
to be a part of. We all supported each
other and had a lot of fun in and out
of the pool. I don’t think I would have
been as successful was it not for the
team’s positive attitude.
HT: What did you do to celebrate your
win?
HF: I had a big bowl of chocolate ice
cream! The team always cheered me
on, so just being with them after the
race was a huge celebration. And then,
after finals, we’d all eat ice cream
back at the hotel.
HT: What have your friends said about
your achievements?
HF: In the US, my friends were really
excited with my results. Everyone
knew that I was training really hard

HT: How many hours do you spend
training per week?
HF: I spend about 10-15 hours a week
training in the water and on dry land. I
practise five days a week, and normally have meets on the weekends.

Precious metal: Hannah shows her appreciation for one of three bronze medals she won
everyday, so being able to come back
with four medals was really cool for
them.
HT: When do you start your training
for the next games?

HF: The next Deaflympics are in Athens in 2013. That’s definitely an event
I want to attend, so I will start training
for it when my college schedule will
allow me to.

HT: What advice would you give
someone who was thinking of taking
up professional swimming?
HF: Swimming is a sport you have to
commit to mentally and physically.
But the energy from your teammates
and the feeling of swimming a winning
race will stay with you forever.

Team GB’s medal haul at the 2009 Deafylmpics
Our UK athletes managed to bring home ten medals in total. Here is a full
run-down of how they did and when.
Monday 7 September
Bronze:
Hannah Fitton

(Swimming – 400m freestyle)

Tuesday 8 September
Silver:
Lauren Peffers
Bronze:
Hannah Fitton

(Athletics – 400m)
(Swimming - 200m invididual medley)

Friday 11 September
Bronze:
Joanne Davison
Bronze:
Hannah Fitton

(Athletics – Hammer)
(Swimming – 200m freestyle)

Saturday 12 September
Gold:
Anthony Sinclair and Catherine Graham (Tennis – mixed doubles)
Silver:
Lauren Peffers
(Athletics - 800m)

Proud moment: Hannah on the victors’ podium after coming third in the 400m freestyle

Sunday 13 September
Silver:
Hannah Fitton

(Swimming – 800m freestyle)

Monday 14 September
Silver:
Rajeev Bagga
Bronze:
Serena Blackburn

(Badminton – men’s singles)
(Athletics – women’s marathon)

For full results and times, see http://english.2009deaflympics.org
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Gold	Silver Bronze	Total

1

Russian 29
Fed.

41

28

98

2

Ukraine 20

22

25

67

3

Korea

13

7

34

4

People’s 12
Republic
of China

9

17

38

11

11

33

14

5
Chinese 11
	Taipei
6

Belarus 10

6

7

23

7

USA

10

5

7

22

8

2

2

12

5

6

9

20

Sweden 5

2

3

10

South
8
	Africa
9
10

Japan

Countries ranked according to the total of
gold medals they received, rather than on
the total number of medals

UK deaf tennis stars
hit gold at long last
It was gold at last for Anthony
Sinclair and Catherine Graham as their
tremendous display saw them triumph
in the mixed doubles final at the Taipei
Deaflympics.
Sinclair and Graham broke the
stranglehold on the title held by
Italy’s Gianpaolo Damiani and Barbara
Oddone, who suffered their first loss
since Christchurch 1989.
Sinclair, 25, and Graham, 26, took
the first set against the Italians, but
dropped serve in the final game of the
second set to take the match to a third
set.
However, after finishing fourth in
the mixed doubles at the last two
Deaflympics, Sinclair and Graham were
not about to end with any hard-luck
stories this time and secured a double
break of serve to give them a 5-1 lead
in the final set.

Photo: Courtesy of UK Deaf Sport

Final Medal Table
Deafylmpics 2009

Teamwork: Anthony Sinclair and Cathy Graham celebrate the moment they win the gold
Although the Italians recovered one
break of serve, the British second
seeds steadied themselves and held
their nerve to clinch Britain’s first

Deaflympics mixed doubles gold medal
for more than 50 years.
The pair clinched the only gold medal
for Team GB at this year’s games.

In the first of a two-part series,
athletics coach Brian Kokoruwe
looks back at the 2009 Deafylmpics
in Taipei, Taiwan, reflecting on its
successes and failures. While the
games were the best ever in terms
of spectacle, UK athletes are left
with a bitter taste in their mouth
–as well as huge financial debts –
as a result of their government’s
reneging on funding promises

The much-anticipated 2009 Deaflympic
Games has finished. Everyone who
took part either as athletes, officials
or spectators was touched by the huge
impact the tournament had on them.
Compared to previous games in terms
of publicity, extravagancies, manpower,
financial resources, environmental and
security provisions, the 2009 Deaf
lympics have been judged to be the
best so far.
Back home, many of the successful
sportsmen and women are still tucking
their medals under their pillows or
carrying them about in their pockets.
Some kiss their trophies ‘good morning’
and ‘good night’.
For the strong team of 112 represent
atives from Great Britain, participating
in the games itself was a success.
It didn’t matter if medals were won
or not. At one point, UK Deaf Sport
(UKDS) thought that Great Britain
might not be able to attend the 2009
Deaflympic Games due to lack of finan
cial resources, with the likelihood that
UKDS would be penalised a whopping
£50,000 for late withdrawal by the
Deaflympics Committee.
Such depressing thoughts placed
huge burdens upon the shoulders of
individual athletes and sport-specific
team managements.

Deaf UK Athletics Talent Identification
Officer, Guy Finney summed it up:
“It is greatly unfair that deaf athletes
should be made to beg for funds for the
privilege of representing Great Britain
at one of the world’s biggest sporting
event.
“Hearing athletes as well as disabled
athletes are making a lot of money
out of representing their country. Deaf
athletes are risking their homes with
bank loans in order to raise funds to
represent their country,” he said.
This is in utter contrast to many of the
G9 countries who support their athletes
whatever their disabilities. So is the UK
a country that supports an Equality For
All policy?

Rewards? Not if you are British
According to the Deaflympics official
news agency, Valery Rukhledev, Russia’s
team manager, said: “Russian people
are very enthusiastic supporters for
sports. Every gold winner will receive an
award of €100,000 (£92,000) from the
government, and €60,000 for the silver

winner and €40,000 for the bronze.”
The Russian government estimated that
there are over one million people with
hearing impairment in the country.
There were even rewards for the
Chinese Taipei athletes for finishing
without medals. In the Javelin, Taiwan’s
entry Yu Chun-Chang, who was hotly
tipped to bring home a medal, finished
a disappointing fourth position, but he
still got TN$360,000 (approximately
£7,000) as a reward.
Imagine if he had won it. Or even if
he broke the world record as the Cuban
athlete did.
Kenya’s deaf athletes were funded by
their government to attend, so were
Nigeria’s athletes, who could only attend
as a result of government funding.
What about the Great Britain team?
We had to scrape together nearly
£3,000 per head. This is on top of the
thousands of pounds that athletes
spend year on year covering club
membership fees, transport, nutrition,
clothing, medical costs, and other ad
hoc training-related expenses.

Worth the pain: Camilla Willis, Sarah Jane Page and Victoria Wenman of Women’s Football

Photos: Richard Weinbaum

Deaflympic success marred by funding failure

Next time it’ll be gold: Lauren Peffers celebrates taking silver in the Women’s 800m

Gloomy looks
Back home in the UK, the smiles from
the experience in Taipei are wiped
away, replaced by gloomy looks and
disbelief. The questions that everyone
asks themselves are: “Why won’t the
British government support deaf sports
people? Is it a financial shortage? Is
it because deafness is an invisible
disability?”
For most people, the questions are not
answered. For others, it is clear that the
simple answer is blatant discrimination
on the grounds of deafness because, if
the disability was physical, this group
would be allowed to compete in the
Paralympic Games and thus funding
would be readily available.
The majority of funding for UK Sport is
raised from the National Lottery. There
are nearly 9 million deaf and hard-ofhearing people in the UK, with many of
those over 18 years of age playing the
National Lottery and raising millions
for good causes and also for the 2012
Olympics and Paralympics (yes, there
are no deaf people in the 2012 London
Games, but we still raise millions of
pounds for it). Is it fair?
Read part two next month
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